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I N a 1979 article T. C. Skeat claims that in 2 Tim. 4:13 and a
number of other verses the Greek word málista has a hitherto
unrecognized sense.1 Instead of the well-known sense ‘especially,
above all’2 it has the sense ‘that is, namely’. Skeat backs up this
claim with examples from papyri as well as the New Testament.
But Skeat’s argument and its examples are not persuasive, as we
shall see.
The issue becomes all the more important because commentators have begun to pay attention to Skeat’s claim. Knight’s
and Marshall’s commentaries on the Pastoral Epistles both
prefer the sense ‘namely’ for málista in a number of verses:
1 Tim. 4:10; 5:17; 2 Tim. 4:13; and Tit. 1:10.3 1 Tim. 4:10 is
particularly signiﬁcant, because of its soteriological importance.
Traditionally 1 Tim. 4:10 is translated ‘_ the living God, who
is the Saviour of all men, specially of those that believe’ (KJV).
‘Saviour of all men’ might open the door to universalism. But
if the key word málista means not ‘especially’ but ‘namely’,
the verse reads, ‘_ the living God, who is the Saviour of all
people, namely, those who believe’. ‘All people’ is limited by a
further deﬁnition to ‘all believers’. The door to universalist interpretation is thus completely closed. (Of course, as many of the
commentators have observed, a universalist interpretation might
also be rejected on other grounds, even if one lets the traditional
translation stand.)

1. Skeat’s article fails to consider that the expression toũt’ e̊stin
is already available to represent the meaning ‘that is’, making
less plausible a claim that this meaning belongs to málista.
2. All cited instances in Skeat’s article are ambiguous at best, and
can easily be interpreted in another way.
3. In the absence of unambiguous evidence, meanings are not to
be multiplied.
A VAILABILITY OF THE UNAMBIGUOUS
EXPRESSION toũt’ e̊stin
Consider the ﬁrst point (1.). The expression toũt’ e̊stin
unambiguously represents in Greek a meaning equivalent to
the English expression ‘that is’ or ‘namely’ (cf. Matt. 27:46;
Mark 7:2; Acts 1:19; 19:4; Rom. 7:18; 9:8; 10:6, 7, 8; Philem.
12; Heb. 2:14; 7:5; 9:11; 10:20; 11:16; 13:15; 1 Pet 3:20). málista,
by contrast, would be confusing if it were used with this supposed
meaning, because it very often has the meaning ‘especially’ in the
very same types of context.5
Given the availability and commonness of the expression
toũt’ e̊stin, why would any native speaker of Greek avoid it and
use another expression that most commonly has another meaning?
4
Skeat did not mention 1 Tim. 5:17 in his 1979 article, ‘Especially the
Parchments’, but both Knight (Pastoral Epistles, pp. 203, 232) and Marshall
(Pastoral Epistles, pp. 195, 612) include it among the verses that they prefer to
retranslate.
5
Thus Knight (Pastoral Epistles) and Marshall (Pastoral Epistles), when dealing
with the New Testament passages in question, never express more than a preference
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The inclusion of 1 Tim. 5:17 in the list of retranslated verses
is also signiﬁcant,4 because it may a^ect one’s view of elders.
The traditional translation runs, ‘Let the elders who rule well
be considered worthy of double honor, especially those who
labour in preaching and teaching’ (RSV). This rendering suggests
that not all elders may be regularly engaged in preaching and
teaching. But if we change it to ‘Let the elders who rule well be
considered worthy of double honour, that is, those who labour
in preaching and teaching’, it appears that all the elders are
expected to engage in preaching and teaching.
Of course, these alternative translations are of interest only if
Skeat’s original claim holds true. Can málista have the meaning
‘that is, namely’?
To see the evidence for this postulated meaning, we must turn
to Skeat’s article. In fact, the article fails to be persuasive because
of three related problems:
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And why indeed would málista ever develop its supposed
new second meaning, since there is already an unambiguous
expression to represent the meaning ‘that is’? Skeat’s article fails
to note that there is a problem here. In fact the existence of
toũt’ e̊stin puts a heavy burden on Skeat to show that the proposed
new meaning of málista is tenable.

A MBIGUITY

OF THE

CITED EVIDENCE

for one interpretation. They never succeed in eliminating the alternative (i.e.
traditional) interpretation. The repeated presence of two viable meanings is
symptomatic of the systematic ambiguity that would be introduced into Greek if
Greek speakers were to start using málista with the new meaning.
6
Skeat, ‘Especially’, pp. 173–4.
7
Ibid. p. 174.
8
Ibid.
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Next, let us consider one by one the examples that Skeat
o^ers in favour of his postulated new sense. The ﬁrst is 2
Tim. 4:13: ‘_ also the books, and above all the parchments
[or notebooks]’ (RSV). Here, there is nothing to show that
the traditional rendering is wrong. The verse is at best ambiguous. Skeat makes the traditional rendering look peculiar by
supposing that the implied meaning is as follows: ‘Bring all
the books if you can, but if this is not possible, at least be
sure to bring the notebooks’.6 He then objects that ‘We can
hardly imagine that Paul would have carried an extensive library
round with him’.7 But the traditional rendering does not
imply this. It implies only that Paul especially wanted the parchments or notebooks, not that the total number was unusually
large or that Timothy would be burdened if he had to bring
the rest. There is no positive evidence here for Skeat’s
new meaning.
The next example is Tit. 1:10:8 ‘For there are many rebellious
people, mere talkers and deceivers, especially those of the circumcision group’ (NIV). This example is perfectly compatible with
the normal meaning of málista. Verse 10 starts, ‘For there are
many rebellious people _’. The author may be writing the
letter as a whole because of disturbances generated by a very deﬁnite group. But even if the ﬁnal focus of his discussion is on this
group, nothing prevents him from introducing his discussion by
casting the net more widely. Many rebellious people exist in
the world as a whole, and among the Cretans, and even within
the church. Later in the verse he then specializes to the circumcision party. Hence, there is nothing here to prove that he had

9

Ibid.
Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, p. 557, cites Joachim Jeremias (Die Briefe an
Timotheus und Titus in Das Neue Testament Deutsch 9 [Göttingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1963]) and Gottfried Holtz (Die Pastoralbriefe [Berlin: Evangelische
Verlagsanstalt, 1965]) in the same breath with Knight, which might easily lead
readers to believe that they support Knight’s and Marshall’s views with respect to 1
Tim. 4:10. In fact, they support the traditional rendering.
11
Skeat, ‘Especially’, p. 175; from papyrus no. 118 in Grenfell, Hunt, and
Hograth (eds.), Fayum Towns and their Papyri (London: Oxford University, 1900),
p. 274. Skeat has regularized the spelling.
10
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only the circumcision party in view at the very beginning of the
verse. And the generality of the opening part of the verse counts
against it.
But Skeat produces an additional argument by ﬁnding fault
with the traditional translations. He focuses on the NEB, which
reads ‘especially among Jewish converts’. He rightly points out
that if Paul wanted to say that there were troublemakers among
Jewish converts, we would expect him to write ėn toĩz ėk peritomg̃z.
The ėn in Greek corresponds to the sense of the English ‘among’.
Instead, Paul has málista oi̋ ėk peritomg̃z.
But at this point the use of ‘among’ by NEB (followed by REB)
is interpretive, not literal. In fact, oi̋ ėk peritomg̃z does not designate ‘the Jewish converts’, that is, all Jewish Christians, but ‘the
circumcision party’ (see Acts 11:2). This designation makes
good sense, with no need for an added ėn. The NIV translation
‘especially those of the circumcision group’ and the RSV ‘especially the circumcision party’ represent reasonable translations.
Thus there is no real di"culty with the traditional understanding
of the verse.
The next example is 1 Tim. 4:10. Skeat o^ers the translation,
‘God, who gives salvation to all men—that is to say, to all who
believe in Him’.9 Such a translation would be possible, if Skeat
could ﬁrst establish his supposition that málista can mean ‘that
is’. But the commentaries show that other reasonable interpretations are possible.10 The evidence is ambiguous. Moreover, if
the author had wanted to say what Skeat thinks, there are
better, more unambiguous ways of saying it. One can use toũt’
e̊stin, as we already observed. But one can also say simply svtg̀r
pántvn ȧnhrv́pvn pistṽn (‘Saviour of all believing people’),
or svtg̀r pántvn tṽn pisteuóntvn (‘Saviour of all who believe’),
as in Rom. 3:22 (cf. Acts 10:43; Rom. 4:11; 1 Thess. 1:7; 2
Thess. 1:10).
The next example in Skeat’s article is from a papyrus letter
written by Lucius Bellenus Gemellus.11
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kaì ȧcórason g̋mĩn ei̇z ȧpostolg̀n toĩz ˙Isieíoiz oi̋˜z e̊xomen sunǵheian pémpein,
málista toĩz stratgcoĩz.

The editors of the papyri translate, ‘Buy us some presents for
the Isis festival for the persons we are accustomed to send to,
especially the strategi’. Skeat further explains, ‘the strategi in
question being the civil governors of the three divisions of the
Arisnoite nome’. There is no way that we can know that these civil
governors were the only ones to whom Gemellus was accustomed
to send. The evidence is inconclusive at best.
The next example is Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 1411:12

The editors translate, ‘to accept and exchange all coin except the
absolutely spurious and counterfeit’, ‘absolutely’ being the
rendering of málista. This translation is reasonable. Skeat
attempts to evade its reasonableness by saying, ‘It is di"cult to
see how one forged coin can be more spurious than another’.
Yes, but one coin can be more manifestly spurious than another,
and that is the actual practical force of málista.
In fact, Skeat’s view, not the traditional one, has trouble with
this example. Skeat o^ers the translation, ‘except, that is,
anything forged or fraudulent’.13 But he does not put this partial
translation together with the rest of the clause. United with the
rest of the clause, it would read, ‘to accept and exchange all coin
except, that is, anything forged or fraudulent’. The result is not
even good English! The result does not work in English because
‘that is’ in English normally refers back to something earlier, of
which it then gives a further explication or deﬁnition.14 ‘That
is’ in Skeat’s example has nothing to which to refer back. málista
cannot have the sense ‘that is’ in this example. The example must
accordingly be thrown out as spurious.
12

Skeat, ‘Especially’, pp. 175–6.
Ibid. 176.
14
One can partially rescue Skeat’s translation by rearranging the word order as
follows: ‘to accept and exchange all coin, that is, except anything forged or
fraudulent’. ‘Except anything forged or fraudulent’ qualiﬁes ‘all coin’.
Accordingly, if we use the phrase ‘that is’, it should introduce the whole
expression, not merely the part after ‘except’. But then we would expect a di^erent
word order in Greek; málista would precede plg̀n. Even with the rearrangement,
the English is not happy. The expression introduced by ‘except’ is less like a
deﬁnition, and more like a qualiﬁcation. So one would be better o^ saying, ‘to
accept and exchange all coin—I mean, except anything forged or fraudulent’.
But in the end all these attempts are less plausible than taking málista to mean
‘most’.
13
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pãn nómisma prosíeshai plg̀n málista paratúpou kaı̀ kibdǵlou.
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The next example is Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 3253.15 The key
part reads
tinvn pinv́ntvn (l. peinv́ntvn) ėn tJ ėpoikív málista Lou[..]u.

e̊ti mg̀n kaì tṽn katalelimménvn moi málista űp˙ au̇toũ toũ patròz űparxóntvn
űpò biaívn kaí dunastṽn paranómvz kratghéntvn.

Skeat describes the situation: a certain woman ‘claims to have
been unjustly dispossessed of some property which had been
bequeathed to her’.16 The editors translate, ‘and when the property left to me, especially that left to me by my father, was illegally
detained _’. Such a translation, using the traditional meaning
‘especially’, is reasonable. Skeat has no way of knowing that the
property ‘that was left by my father’ was the only property that
15
16

Ibid.
Ibid.
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The editors translate reasonably, ‘some were going hungry, especially in the settlement of Lu..s’. Skeat complains that for this
translation málista would have to be moved forward, in front of
ėn. Maybe there is some awkwardness here in having málista
where it is. But it still makes sense: ‘some were going hungry,
in the settlement of Lu..s especially’, or ‘some were going
hungry, in the settlement especially of Lu..s’. málista gets
attached to Lu..s because the writer wants to distinguish it from
other settlements less a^ected, rather than distinguish the settlement of Lu..s from people in general, including people not in
any settlement.
We must also note that Skeat’s meaning does not ﬁt this
example. If, for the sake of argument, we grant that málista
has the meaning ‘namely’, it has this meaning when connecting
two expressions in the same case. The appropriate construction is illustrated by 2 Tim. 4:13 (where both of the two expressions are accusative), 1 Tim. 4:10 (genitive), 1 Tim. 5:17
(nominative), and Tit. 1:10 (nominative). But the Greek
from Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 3253 has a dative (ėpoikív) followed
not by another dative but by the place name in the genitive
case (Lou[..]u). Literally it means ‘the settlement especially of
Lu..s’, where the English ‘of’ renders the Greek genitive.
The meaning ‘the settlement, that is, Lu..s’, would require
the word Lu..s in the dative case to match the dative case
of ‘the settlement’. Hence, we must throw out this example as
untenable.
The next example is Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 3302.

17
18

Ibid.
Ibid.
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the woman in question had received by inheritance (perhaps
she had at some point received property left by a brother or
uncle). As evidence for a new meaning, the passage is inconclusive. Skeat attempts to disqualify the obvious translation by
saying, ‘nor is it clear how property can be ‘‘especially’’
bequeathed’.17 He misses the point. The property was not
‘especially bequeathed’, nor does the editors’ translation
suggest anything of the kind. Rather, it was especially this property, as opposed to other property, about which the woman was
concerned.
Skeat also does not notice that his interpretation creates a di"culty. The key phrase ‘by my father’, űp˙ au̇toũ toũ patròz, is not
grammatically parallel to anything earlier. Normally málista, in
the constructions that we are considering, links two expressions
in the same case. ‘Saviour of all people’, for example, is linked
to ‘those who believe’. In the present example, however, there is
no earlier expression to which málista links. But málista would
still function in something like the same way if we could restore
the earlier expression by inference. Thus, in this case, ‘the property left to me (by anyone)’ is the inferred general expression,
which is then specialized to ‘the property left to me especially
by my father’.
All is well as long as málista has the meaning ‘especially’. But if
it has the meaning ‘that is’, we are in di"culty. ‘That is’ functions
to give a closer deﬁnition of an earlier expression. But if there is in
fact no earlier expression, ‘that is’ is superﬂuous. It cannot reasonably introduce a closer deﬁnition when there is no looser expression for which it can supply the deﬁnition. Skeat’s interpretation
might still appear to work in English, because we can supply in
English the earlier term: ‘the property left to me, that is, left by
my own father’. We pick up and repeat the English expression
‘left’. But there is no such duplication in Greek. In Greek there
is only one occurrence of katalelimménvn, ‘left’. Accordingly,
málista has nothing to which to refer back. It is superﬂuous.
One can drop it out, and the meaning is essentially the same
as what Skeat would postulate: ‘and when the property left to
me by my father was illegally detained _’. On Skeat’s hypothesis,
it is impossible to give a good explanation of why málista is
there, because the passage ﬂows perfectly well without it.
Skeat o^ers the translation, ‘when the property left to me—in
fact by my own father—was illegally detained etc’.18 But ‘in fact’
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in English is not synonymous with ‘that is’. ‘In fact’ indicates
emphasis, not closer deﬁnition. Here Skeat appears to introduce
a second new meaning for málista. This route is surely not
a good way out of the di"culty. Thus, this example must be
considered problematic for Skeat’s view.
The ﬁnal example is from Acts of St Eudoxius, found
in Migne, Patriologia Graeca, 115.624C. The key part, a
statement from the Prefect of Melitene in Cappadocia, runs
as follows:

In translation it would run, ‘_ and to o^er the ﬁtting sacriﬁce
to the gods, especially to the father of all gods, the great
Zeus, to Apollo the Bright and to the beloved virgin Artemis’.
Skeat comments, ‘In this context málista can hardly mean ‘‘especially’’ since one cannot sacriﬁce ‘‘especially’’ to a deity: either one
sacriﬁces or one does not’.20
What about this passage? The Prefect wants Eudoxius to
perform a particular act of sacriﬁcing to the gods, thereby demonstrating obedience to the imperial edict. It is true that in this
immediate circumstance Eudoxius must either sacriﬁce or not.
But the background also includes the question of whether in general one will participate in such sacriﬁces. The particular instance
is a test case for a general principle. The passage claims that one is
to sacriﬁce to the gods, and among these gods one sacriﬁces especially to Zeus, etc. málista attaches to the list of gods, Zeus,
Apollo, and Artemis, not to the word for ‘o^er’ or ‘sacriﬁce’.
Thus the meaning must be ‘especially to Zeus _’, in contrast
with the whole Greek pantheon. In a general way one would
pay attention to the whole pantheon, but one would be especially
zealous to honour Zeus, Apollo, and Artemis.
The person who hears toĩz heoĩz, ‘the gods’, early in the sentence
knows that the Prefect is talking against the background of pagan
polytheism (the context is the martyrdom of St Eudoxius under
the Emperor Diocletian). ‘The gods’ means in e^ect all the gods
about which the pagan culture of the Roman Empire busies
itself. It designates the gods in general. The Prefect is irritated
by the Christians because they do not acknowledge the gods in
general. Thus, the phrase ‘the gods’ has a clear meaning, broader
19
20

Skeat’s quote (ibid. p. 177) from Migne omits pántvn and tJ WoíbJ.
Ibid.
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kaì toĩz heoĩz tg̀n prosǵkousan husían proseneckeĩn,
málista tJ patrì pántvn heṽn tJ mecálv Dií,
’Apóllvní te tJ Woíbv kaì tg̃ wílg parhénv ’Artémidi.19

T HE PRINCIPLE OF NOT MULTIPLYING MEANINGS BEYOND
NECESSITY
Finally, a general principle in lexicography counsels caution
in introducing new meanings. In his book Lexicographica
Graeca John Chadwick has occasion to warn against multiplying
meanings. He observes:
A constant problem to guard against is the proliferation of meanings.
It is often tempting to create a new sense to accommodate a di"cult
example, but we must always ask ﬁrst, if there is any other way of taking
the word which would allow us to assign the example to an already established sense. As I have remarked in several of my notes, there may be
no reason why a proposed sense should not exist, but is there any
reason why it must exist?21

The point here is that the burden of proof must remain on
a proposal to introduce a new sense. Since ‘namely’ is indeed
a proposed new sense for málista, a burden of proof lies on the
proposal. Close examination of Skeat’s evidence shows that it
cannot bear this burden. All the evidence can be interpreted
in terms of the tradition meaning ‘especially’. Hence, we must
not introduce a new meaning.
21

John Chadwick, Lexicographica Graeca: Contributions to the Lexicography of
Ancient Greek (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), pp. 23–4. Chadwick makes this
judgement against the background of years of experience on the team that worked
on the supplement to Liddell-Scott’s Lexicon (LSJ).
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than the individual gods mentioned in the qualifying phrase,
‘especially to the father of all gods _’.
It should also be noted that the Prefect does not merely list
three gods by name, but attaches an honoriﬁc epithet to each.
Zeus is ‘the father of all gods, the great’. Apollo is ‘the Bright’.
Artemis is ‘the beloved virgin’. It looks as if he is hinting
why these three gods especially deserve honour, and why it is
especially important to o^er sacriﬁce to them. It makes perfect
sense that the Prefect might think ﬁrst of sacriﬁcing to the gods
in general, and then become more speciﬁc, singling out gods who
are particularly worthy of honour. The meaning ‘especially’ ﬁts
well here. There is no ﬁrm evidence here for a new meaning for
málista.
All in all, every example that Skeat o^ers is either spurious or
inconclusive. There is no ﬁrm evidence here for a new meaning
of málista.
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We conclude that the traditional understanding of málista is
correct: it means ‘especially’ in 1 Tim. 4:10; 5:8, 17; 2 Tim.
4:13; and Tit. 1:10.
VERN SHERIDAN POYTHRESS
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